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General Considerations 

1. Answers must be cogent enough for the meaning to come through. Spelling and grammatical
mistakes do not reduce a score, but spelling must be close enough so that the reader is convinced of
the word.

2. A response can earn points only if the student clearly conveys what part of the question is being
answered. It is possible to infer the part of the question being answered if it is consistent with the
order of the question.

3. The response must apply the concept to the prompt. A definition alone will not earn the point, but a
clear definition can support the application.

4. Examples provided in the Scoring Guidelines for each of the points are not to be considered
exhaustive.

5. Within a point, a response will not be penalized for incorrect information unless it directly
contradicts correct information that would have otherwise earned a point. For example, if
a response applies a concept in two contradictory ways (such as identifying both the
independent and dependent variables as the independent variable or describing proactive
interference as interference from both older and newer information), the point is not
earned.

NOTE: In certain cases, a response will not score if it includes a correct answer among
multiple incorrect answers related to the same general concept/theory (e.g., a response
that describes the Big Five trait of conscientiousness as being diligent, trusting, highly
emotional, outgoing, and intellectually curious).

6. Within a bulleted question part, if the response addresses details from a scenario other than the one
in the prompt, the point is not earned.

Part A Jordan recently moved to a new school for her senior year of high school, and she has been 
adjusting to her new environment. 

Explain how each of the following relates to Jordan’s adjustment to her new school. 

Spotlight effect 

Response must indicate that Jordan overestimates how much the people at her new school 
are paying attention to/judging her.  

Acceptable explanations include: 

• Jordan feels so awkward her first few days because she thinks everyone is staring at her.

• Jordan believes that other students are noticing her, even when they are not.

1 point 

Question 1: Concept Application 7 points 
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Unacceptable explanations include: 

• Jordan enjoys being in the spotlight and getting everyone’s attention.

• Jordan worries that people are staring at her.

Cognitive map 

Response must indicate that Jordan forms a mental representation of the school layout, which 
allows her to navigate. 

OR 

Response must indicate that Jordan does not form a mental representation of the school 
layout, which hinders her navigation.  

Acceptable explanations include: 

• After a few weeks at the school, Jordan has developed a pretty good mental
representation of the school’s layout, so she can easily find everything now.

• Because Jordan never developed a mental representation of the layout of her new school,
she struggles to find the gymnasium.

Unacceptable explanations include: 

• Jordan memorized the map of her school to get around.

1 point 

Jordan’s low level of the Big Five trait of extraversion 

Response must indicate that Jordan’s low level of extraversion (e.g., lack of sociability, lack of 
outgoingness, not getting energy from large crowds, etc.) will make her less likely to interact 
with others at school.  

Acceptable explanations include: 

• Because Jordan is not that outgoing, she finds it hard to make friends at her school.

• Because Jordan is not comfortable interacting with others, she won’t ask questions of the
teacher.

Unacceptable explanations include: 

• Jordan is outgoing so she makes friends easily.

1 point 
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Part B      Jordan tries out for and makes the debate team. Jordan has made friends with 
other members of the team, and she really enjoys sitting with them at lunch every 
day. The coach is impressed with Jordan’s debate skills, so he makes her the 
captain of the team. When Jordan starts to help the coach plan for the next big 
debate, her friends stop sitting with her at lunch. She then stops helping the coach 
plan for the next debate but ends up winning it. 

Explain how each of the following concepts relates to the scenario. 

Negative punishment 

Response must indicate that because Jordan’s friends stop sitting with her at lunch, 
she stops helping the coach plan for the next debate. 

Acceptable explanations include: 

• Because Jordan’s friends stop sitting with her at lunch, Jordan stops helping the
coach plan the debate.

• Jordan stops planning with the coach because her friends stop sitting with her
at lunch.

Unacceptable explanations include: 

• Jordan changes her behavior because bad things happen to her.

• Jordan stops helping the coach to get her friends to sit with her at lunch.

1 point 

Formal operational stage of cognitive development 

Response must indicate that Jordan is in the stage of development where she can 
think abstractly and hypothetically (e.g., critical thinking, reasoning, etc.).  

Acceptable explanations include: 

• Jordan being good at debate shows that she can think abstractly and
hypothetically, which is formal operational thinking.

Unacceptable explanations include: 

• Jordan can think well now that she has grown older.

Responses that include sensorimotor, preoperational, and concrete operational 
thinking. 

• Jordan can think well about object permanence.

1 point 
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Actor-observer bias concerning Jordan’s debate performance 

Response must indicate that Jordan attributes her own behavior to situational factors 

AND 

Response must indicate that others in the scenario attribute that same behavior to 
dispositional factors.  

Acceptable explanations include: 

• Jordan believes she won the debate because she had the time to prepare, but Jordan’s
teammates think she won because she is smart.

Unacceptable explanations include: 

• When Jordan is debating, the other debaters’ think she acts fake.

• Jordan believes she is good at debate because she is intelligent.

1 point 

Jordan’s high level of self-efficacy 

Response must indicate that Jordan believes she has the capability to accomplish a specific 
task related to the scenario.  

Acceptable explanations include: 

• Jordan believes that she can win her debate.

• Jordan is sure she can do what it takes to make friends.

Unacceptable explanations include:

Response refers to self-confidence or self-esteem without tying it to Jordan’s belief about 
her ability to perform some specific tasks. 

• Jordan’s self-efficacy causes her to stop planning with the coach.

• Jordan has high self-efficacy, so she believes in herself.

• Jordan thinks she is smart.

1 point 

Total for question 1 7 points 
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Question 1 

Note: Student samples are quoted verbatim and may contain spelling and grammatical errors. 

Overview 

Responses were expected to demonstrate an understanding of the social psychology concepts of 
spotlight effect and actor-observer bias; the developmental psychology concept of the formal 
operational stage of cognitive development; the motivation/emotions/personality concepts of self-
efficacy and low levels of the Big Five trait of extraversion; and the learning concepts of negative 
punishment and cognitive map. 

Responses were expected to apply the concepts to real-world scenarios. Typically, responses needed 
to distinguish the listed concepts from those that might be similar in meaning or application. For 
instance, “self-efficacy” is often confused with “self-esteem,” so the scoring guidelines ensured that 
Readers could determine whether a student’s response confused the two related, but distinct, terms.  

Sample: 1A 
Score: 6 
 
The spotlight effect point was earned because the response indicates an overestimation with the 
phrase “everybody is watching her and observing her every move—which in actuality is not the 
case.” The cognitive map point was not earned because the response does not indicate any type of 
navigation. The extraversion point was earned because the response describes Jordan struggling 
related to her being “very introverted.” The negative punishment point was earned because the 
response indicates a punishment: “take away a positive stimulus—them sitting with her at lunch” 
followed by a behavior change “in order to decrease her behavior with the team and coach.” The 
formal operational stage point was earned because the response indicates a description of formal 
operational thought. The self-efficacy point was earned because the response indicates that Jordan 
“believed in her strong ability to succeed when it comes to debate.” The actor-observer bias point 
was earned because the response provides a reference to Jordan’s attribution of her behavior to 
situational factors: “she attributed her win to that situation rather than her ability” and that others 
attribute Jordan’s behavior to dispositional factors: “her friends ... attributed her skills to her high IQ 
level and her smart cognitive abilities.”  

Sample: 1B 
Score: 3 
 
The spotlight effect point was not earned because the response does not indicate an overestimation 
of her perception. The cognitive map point was not earned because the response does not indicate a 
mental representation. The extraversion point was earned because the response describes low levels 
of extraversion, “keeps to herself,” and indicates an outcome, “finds it hard to make friends.” The 
negative punishment point was earned because the response indicates a punishment, “removal of 
her friends sitting at lunch with her,” and a decreased behavior, “she stopped helping the coach.” 
The formal operational stage point was earned because the response indicates a description of 
formal operational thinking. The actor-observer bias point was not earned because the response 
provides no reference to Jordan’s attribution of her behavior to situational factors and no reference to 
others attributing Jordan’s behavior to dispositional factors. The self-efficacy point was not earned  
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Question 1 (continued) 
 
because the response does not indicate any belief in Jordan’s ability to accomplish a specific task. 
Believing that she could win is not specific to her debating skills. 

Sample: 1C  
Score: 1 

The spotlight effect point was not earned because the response does not indicate an overestimation of 
her perception. The cognitive map point was not earned because the response does not indicate a 
mental representation. The extraversion point was earned because the response describes low levels of 
extraversion and indicates an outcome: “hard time speaking to new people.” The negative punishment 
point was not earned because the response does not indicate a decreased behavior. The formal 
operational stage point was not earned because the response does not indicate an aspect of formal 
operational thinking. The actor-observer bias point was not earned because the response provides no 
reference to Jordan’s attribution of her behavior to situational factors and no reference to others 
attributing Jordan’s behavior to dispositional factors. The self-efficacy point was not earned because 
the response does not indicate any belief in Jordan’s ability to accomplish a task. 
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